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W7 min-1992) Holly Fisher has been an active

filmmaker since the Sixties, as an independent producer, as teacher, and as editor
offeaturedocumentaries includingthe 1989film,WHOKILLEDVINCENTCHIN.She
received her BADegree in Chinese Art History from Columbia University and anMA
in Cinema Studies from New York University.
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One of the interesting developments in independent cinema during the past decade or so, at

least in North Amer i ca , has been the synthesis of filmmoking approaches and traditions that , in

earlier d e c ade s , deve loped in isolation f rom one another. Holly Fishers W is

a distinguished instance. it is, simuttaneously, an 'experimental film" in which Fisher
demonstrates. as she has so often in earlier films, her mastery of the opt ica l printer; anda

documentary of a small town--Lubec, Maine--and the people Fisher has grown to know during

her visits the re , including western "pulp" novelist Ryerson Johnson, poet Nan c y Neilson,and

several women and menwho skin fish at the local smokehouse, mm:is, at once , a work in
the "structural" tradition of Ken Jacob’s Tom. Tom. the P ipe r s Son, Michael Snow'smammoth ,

and Larry Gottheim'sW and a feminist response to the (“masculine,' phallic")

igidity of the structural tradition. ln its. reframing of images from Ford‘sM g : m e

and in its use of visual and auditory layeringwithin which viewers continually detect subtle,

complex, ambiguous connections and dissonances. W could have been
inspired by Luce lrigeray's W.

Serially organized, but so that the audience isnever sure which particular visual and audio
motifs will be juxtaposed next,W combines a sense of the fami l ia r, the

everyday, and of the mystery and evanescence of experience. It isboth theoretically

sophisticated and sensuaily engaging. It pays homage to pervasive visual and narrative

myths of Western culture, even as it "skins' them in preparation for our cinematic consumption

and digestion. In her attempt to synthesize traditional cinematic disparities, Fisher defines
herself as a filmic progressive, a democrat in her choice of subject and formal optionsnwithout
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One of the interesting developments in independent cinema during the past decade or so, at

least in North Amer ica , has been the synthesis of filmmaking approaches and traditions that , in

earlier d e c o d e s , deve loped in isolation from one another. Holly Fisher’s W is

a distinguished instance. It is, simultaneously, on "experimental film" in which Fisher

demonstrates, as she has so often in earlier films, her mastery of the opt ical printer; and a

documentary o f a small town- -Lubec, Maine--and the peop le Fisher has grown to know during

her visits there , including western “pulp” novelist Ryerson Johnson, poet Nancy Neilson, and

several women and men who skin fish at the local smokehouse, Bullets is, at o n c e , a work in

the "structural" tradition of Ken Jacob's W, Michael Snow's m o m ,
and Larry Gottheim‘s Moughes io lgmes; and a feminist response to the ('mascul ine, ‘ ’phaliic")

rigidity of the structural tradition. in its reframing of images from Ford‘sMyj ig r l igg Clementine

and in its use of visual and auditory layering within which viewers continually detect subtle,

complex, ambiguous connections and dissonances, W could have been

inspired by Luce lrigeray's W.

Serially organized, but so that the audience isnever sure which particular visual and audio

motifs will be juxtaposed next, W combines a sense of the fami l iar, the

everyday, and of the mystery and evanescence of experience. It is both theoretically

sophisticated and sensually engaging. It pays homage to pervasive visual and narrative

myths of Western culture. even as it "skins" them in preparation for our cinematic consumption

and digestion. In her attempt to synthesize traditional cinematic disparities. Fisher defines

herself as a filmic progressive, a democrat in her choice of subject and formal options--without

letting usforget that her long apprenticeships generating images on the optical printer. working

as a free-lance editor ( o n such documentaries asChristine Choy’s

and completing experimental films has allowed her to deve lop a deft and assured cinematic

touch.
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